New Books – June 2015

The 149 titles listed below have been added to our selection in the past month. Stop in often, as new titles arrive every day!

WORLD BANK PUBLICATIONS

Avaliação de Impacto na Prática. By Paul J. Gertler, Sebastian Martinez, Patrick Premand, Laura B. Rawlings, and Christel M J. Vermeersch. $35.00pb

Getting Textbook to Every Child in Sub-Saharan Africa: Strategies for Addressing the High Cost and Low Availability Problem, by Birger Fredriksen and Sukhdeep Brar with Michael Trucano. $29.95pb

Infrastructures Financees par des ressources naturelles: Examen d’un nouveau mode de financement des infrastructures, by Havard Halland et al. $29.95pb

Latin America and the Rising South: Changing World, Changing Priorities, by Augusto de la Torre, Tatiana Didier, Alain Ize, Daniel Lederman, and Sergio L. Schmukler. $29.95pb

The Little Data Book on Private Sector Development 2015. $15.00pb

Reduire la pauvreté et investir dans le capital humain: Le nouveau rôle des filets sociaux en Afrique, by Victoria Monchuk. $25.95pb

Le système d’approvisionnement en terres dans les villes d’Afrique de l’Ouest: L’exemple de Bamako, by Alain Durand-Lasserve, Maylis Durand-Lasserve et Harris Selod. $29.95pb

Trade in Zimbabwe: Changing Incentives to Enhance Competitiveness, by Richard Newfarmer and Martha Denisse Pierola. $29.95pb

Trust, Voice, and Incentives: Learning from Local Success Stories in Service Delivery in the Middle East and North Africa, by Hana Brixi, Ellen Lust, and Michael Woolcock. $39.95pb

ECONOMICS AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES

Development Economics and Aid

Aid on the Edge of Chaos, by Ben Ramalingam. Oxford University Press. $29.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Development-Induced Displacement and Resettlement: Causes, Consequences, and Socio-Legal Context, by Bogumil Terminski. Ibidem. $68.00pb

From the Local to the Global: Key Issues in Development Studies, 3/e, edited by Gerard McCann and Stephen McCloskey. Pluto Press. $32.00pb

Handbook of Sustainable Development and Planning: Studies in Modelling and Decision Support, 2/e, edited by M. A. Quaddus and M. A. B. Siddique. Edward Elgar. $69.95pb

General Economics


Economics for Everyone: A Short Guide to the Economics of Capitalism, 2/e, by Jim Stanford. Pluto Press. $22.00pb

The Emotional Logic of Capitalism: What Progressives Have Missed, by Martijn Konings. Stanford University Press. $22.95pb

House of Debt: How They (and You) Caused the Great Recession, and How We Can Prevent It from Happening Again, by Atif Mian and Amir Sufi. The University of Chicago Press. $15.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

The Little Big Number: How GDP Came to Rule the World and What to Do about It, by Dirk Philipsen. Princeton University Press. $29.95hb

Misbehaving: The Making of Behavioral Economics, by Richard H. Thaler. Norton. $27.95hb InfoShop Special—20% Off! ($22.36)


Stress Test: Reflection on Financial Crises, by Timothy F. Geithner. Broadway. $18.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!


Wildcat Currency: How the Virtual Money Revolution Is Transforming the Economy, by Edward Castronova. Yale University Press. $20.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Agriculture and Rural Development

The End of Plenty: The Race to Feed a Crowded World, by Joel K. Bourne, Jr. Norton. $27.95hb


Banking, Finance and Investment; Microfinance

The Billionaire’s Apprentice: The Rise of the Indian-American Elite and the Fall of the Galleon Hedge Fund, by Anita Raghavan. Grand Central Publishing. $20.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Cracking the Emerging Markets Enigma, by G. Andrew Karolyi. Oxford University Press. $29.95hb

Finance and Accounting for Nonfinancial Managers, 7/e, by William G. Droms and Jay O. Wright. Basic Books. $22.00pb
**Investing with Impact: Why Finance Is a Force for Good**, by Jeremy K. Balkin. Bibliomotion. $27.95hb


**Energy, Industry and Mining**

**Ending the Fossil Fuel Era**, edited by Thomas Princen, Jack P. Manno and Pamela L. Martin. The MIT Press. $28.00pb


**Power Density: A Key to Understanding Energy Sources and Uses**, by Vaclav Smil. The MIT Press. $32.00hb

**The Secret World of Oil**, by Ken Silverstein. Verso. $16.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

**Environment and Pollution Prevention**

**Climate Terror: A Critical Geopolitics of Climate Change**, by Sanjay Chaturvedi and Timothy Doyle. Palgrave Macmillan. $39.00pb

**Natural Capital: Valuing the Planet**, by Dieter Helm. Yale University Press. $32.50hb

**On the Edge: The State and Fate of the World’s Tropical Rainforests**, by Claude Martin. Greystone. $32.95hb

**Sustainability for a Warming Planet**, by Humberto Llavador, John E. Roemer and Joaquim Silvestre. Harvard University Press. $45.00hb


**Governance, Civil Society and Participation**

**Beyond Governments: Making Collective Governance Work**, by Eddie Rich and Jonas Moberg. Greenleaf Publishing. $30.00pb

**Corruption: A Very Short Introduction**, by Leslie Holmes. Oxford University Press. $11.95pb

**How Propaganda Works**, by Jason Stanley. Princeton University Press. $29.95hb
The Quest for Security: Protection without Protectionism and the Challenge of Global Governance, edited by Joseph E. Stiglitz and Mary Kaldor. Columbia University Press. $28.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

When Should State Secrets Stay Secret? Accountability, Democratic Governance, and Intelligence, by Genevieve Lester. Cambridge University Press. $32.99pb

Health, Nutrition and Population


Operation Health: Surgical Care in the Developing World, edited by Adam L. Kushner. Johns Hopkins University Press. $25.95pb


Infrastructure, Transportation and Urban Development

Governance of Megacities: Fractured Thinking, Fragmented Setup, by K. C. Sivaramakrishna. Oxford University Press. $55.00hb

Legal and Judicial Issues

Multinational Human Resources Management and the Law: Common Workplace Problems in Different Legal Environments, by Matthew W. Finkin and Joel Cutcher-Gershenfeld, with Takashi Araki, Philipp Fischinger, Roberto Frqale Filho, Andrew Stewart and Bernd Waas. Edward Elgar. $55.00pb

Research Handbook on Global Justice and International Economic Law, edited by John Linarelli. Edward Elgar. $65.00pb

Private Sector

Alibaba’s World: How a Remarkable Chinese Company Is Changing the Face of Global Business, by Porter Erisman. Palgrave Macmillan. $27.00hb

The Great Disruption: How Business Is Coping with Turbulent Times, by Adrian Wooldridge. The Economist. $18.99pb
Public Sector

*The Oxford Handbook of Classics in Public Policy and Administration*, edited by Steven J. Balla, Martin Lodge, and Edward C. Page. Oxford University Press. $160.00hb


Technology and Telecommunications

*Dangerous Master: How to Keep Technology from Slipping Beyond Our Control*, by Wendell Wallach. Basic Books. $28.99hb

*Geek Heresy: Rescuing Social Change from the Cult of Technology*, by Kentaro Toyama. PublicAffairs. $27.99hb

REGIONAL STUDIES

East Asia and the Pacific

*Age of Ambition: Chasing Fortune, Truth, and Faith in the New China*, by Evan Osnos. Farrar Straus & Giroux. $16.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!


*The China Model: Political Meritocracy and the Limits of Democracy*, by Daniel A. Bell. Princeton University Press. $29.95hb


*Governance and Politics of China, 4/e*, by Tony Saich. Palgrave Macmillan. $47.99pb

*The Governance of China*, by Xi Jinping. Foreign Languages Press. $16.95pb

*North Korea Confidential: Private Markets, Fashion Trends, Prison Camps, Dissenters and Defectors*, by Daniel Tudor and James Pearson. Tuttle. $21.95hb

*The People’s Republic of Amnesia: Tiananmen Revisited*, by Louisa Lim. Oxford University Press. $16.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Europe and Central Asia

*Borderland: A Journey Through the History of Ukraine*, by Anna Reid. Basic Books. $17.99 NEW IN PAPERBACK!
The Crossing Place: A Journey Among the Armenians, by Philip Marsden. William Collins. $15.99pb

The Full Catastrophe: Travels Among the New Greek Ruins, by James Angelos. Crown. $27.00hb

Gnarr! How I Became the Mayor of a Large City in Iceland and Changed the World, by Jon Gnarr. Melville House. $16.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

The Last Empire: The Final Days of the Soviet Union, by Serhil Plokhy. Basic Books. $18.99 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Latvia: A Short History, by Mara Kalnins. Hurst. $29.95pb

Once Upon a Time in Russia: The Rise of the Oligarchs, by Ben Mezrich. Atria. $28.00hb


Private Island: Why Britain Now Belongs to Someone Else, by James Meek. Verso. $16.95pb

Latin America and the Caribbean


The Double Life of Fidel Castro: My 17 Years as Personal Bodyguard to el Lider Maximo, by Juan Reinaldo Sanchez with Axel Gylden. St. Martin’s Press. $25.99hb

Middle East and North Africa


Return: A Palestinian Memoir, by Ghada Karmi. Verso. $26.95hb

South Asia

Field Notes on Democracy: Listening to Grasshoppers, by Arundhati Roy. Haymarket Books. $15.95pb

I am Malala: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban, by Malala Yousafzai with Christina Lamb. Back Bay Books. $16.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

A Long Way Home: A Boy’s Incredible Journey from India to Australia and Back Again, by Saroo Brierly. Berkley. $16.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!
The Warrior State: Pakistan in the Contemporary World, by T. V. Paul. Oxford University Press. $18.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Sub-Saharan Africa

Boko Haram: Nigeria’s Islamist Insurgency, by Virginia Comolli. Hurst. $27.95hb


In the House of the Interpreter: A Memoir, by Ngugi wa Thiong’o. Anchor Books. $15.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!


OTHER SUBJECTS

Current Affairs


All You Can Pay: How Companies Use Our Data to Empty Our Wallets, by Anna Bernasek and D. T. Mongan. Nation Books. $25.99hb

And the Good News Is…Lessons and Advice from the Bright Side, by Dana Perino. Twelve. $26.00hb

By the People: Rebuilding Liberty Without Permission, by Charles Murray. Crown Forum. $27.00hb

Duty: Memoirs of a Secretary at War, by Robert M. Gates. Vintage. $18.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Excellent Sheep: The Miseducation of the American Elite and the Way to a Meaningful Life, by William Deresiewicz. Free Press. $16.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!


Freedom of Speech: Mightier Than the Sword, by David K. Shipler. Alfred A. Knopf. $28.95hb

The Good Spy: The Life and Death of Robert Ames, by Kai Bird. Broadway. $16.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!
The Great War of Our Time: The CIA’s Fight Against Terrorism from al Qa’ida to ISIS, by Michael Morell with Bill Harlow. Twelve. $28.00hb

Hard Choices, by Hillary Rodham Clinton. Simon & Schuster. $18.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

The Negotiator: A Memoir, by George J. Mitchell. Simon & Schuster. $28.00hb


Out of the Mountains: The Coming Age of the Urban Guerrilla, by David Kilcullen. Oxford University Press. $18.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Rising to the Challenge: My Leadership Journey, by Carly Fiorina. Sentinel. $26.95hb

Sons of Wichita: How the Koch Brothers Became America’s Most Powerful and Private Dynasty, by Daniel Schulman. Grand Central Publishing. $18.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!


The Watchdog That Didn’t Bark: The Financial Crisis and the Disappearance of Investigative Journalism, by Dean Starkman. Columbia University Press. $18.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

General History

Darjeeling: The Colorful History and Precarious Fate of the World’s Greatest Tea, by Jeff Koehler. Bloomsbury. $27.00hb

Empires and Encounters, 1350-1750, edited by Wolfgang Reinhard. Harvard University Press. $39.95hb

The Guardians: The League of Nations and the Crisis of Empire, by Susan Pedersen. Oxford University Press. $34.95hb

The Long Shadow: The Legacies of the Great War in the Twentieth Century, by David Reynolds. Norton. $17.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

The Nixon Defense: What He Knew and When He Knew It, by John W. Dean. Penguin. $20.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Owning the Earth: The Transforming History of Land Ownership, by Andro Linklater. Bloomsbury. $20.00pb

Reagan: The Life, by H. W. Brands. Doubleday. $35.00hb
The Shape of the New: Four Big Ideas and How They Made the Modern World, by Scott L. Montgomery and Donald Chirot. Princeton University Press. $35.00hb

International Relations

The China Challenge: Shaping the Choices of a Rising Power, by Thomas J. Christensen. Norton. $27.95hb

The Hillary Doctrine: Sex and American Foreign Policy, by Valerie M. Hudson and Patricia Leidl. Columbia University Press. $29.95hb

The Japan-South Korea Identity Clash: East Asian Security and the United States, by Brad Glosserman and Scott A. Snyder. Columbia University Press. $35.00hb

Superpower: Three Choices for America’s Role in the World, by Ian Bremmer. Portfolio. $27.95hb

The United Nations: A Very Short Introduction, 2/e, by Jussi M. Hanhimaki. Oxford University Press. $11.95pb

Management and Leadership; Behavioral Management


Changing Employee Behavior: A Practical Guide for Managers, by Nik Kinley and Shlomo Ben-Hur. Palgrave Macmillan. $35.00hb


The Ignorant Maestro: How Great Leaders Inspire Unpredictable Brilliance, by Itay Talgam. Portfolio. $26.95hb

Marketing for Entrepreneurs and SMEs: A Global Perspective, by Maja Konecnik Ruzzier, Mitja Ruzzier and Robert D. Hisrich. Edward Elgar. $39.95pb


Understanding, Controlling, and Stopping Bullies and Bullying at Work: A Complete Guide for Managers, Supervisors, and Co-Workers, by Margaret R. Kohut. Atlantic Publishing. $15.95pb

Reference

Compact World Atlas, 6/e, DK. $15.00pb
Theoretics

Happiness: A Philosopher’s Guide, by Frederic Lenoir. Melville House. $23.95hb

How Not to Be Wrong: The Power of Mathematical Thinking, by Jordan Ellenberg. Penguin. $17.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

Humankind: How Biology and Geography Shape Human Diversity, by Alexander H. Harcourt. Pegasus Books. $27.95hb

The Tell: The Little Clues That Reveal Big Truths about Who We Are, by Matthew Hertenstein. Basic Books. $16.99pb

When to Rob a Bank…and 131 More Warped Suggestions and Well-Intentioned Rants, by Steven D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner. Morrow. $25.99hb

Children’s Literature


The Wolf Who Wanted to Change His Color, by Orianne Lallemand; Eleonore Thuillier, illus. Auzou. $14.95hb

Fiction

Adultery, by Paulo Coelho. Vintage. $14.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

A Brief History of Portable Literature, by Enrique Vila-Matas. New Directions. $13.95pb

Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years of Pilgrimage, by Haruki Murakami. Vintage. $15.95 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

The Guilty, by Juan Villoro. George Braziller, Inc. $15.95pb

A History of Money, by Alan Pauls. Melville House. $24.95hb 20% Off! ($19.96)

Land Where I Flee, by Prajwal Parajuly. Quercus. $22.00hb 20% Off! ($17.60)

Mayum and the Sea of Happiness, by Jennifer Tseng. Europa Editions. $16.00pb 20% Off! ($12.80)

The Meursault Investigation, by Kamel Daoud. Other Press. $14.95pb

Nora Webster, by Colm Toibin. Scribner. $16.00 NEW IN PAPERBACK!

This Life, by Karel Schoeman. Archipelago. $18.00pb
The Water Knife, by Paolo Bacigalupi. Alfred A. Knopf. $25.95hb 20% Off! ($20.76)

Remainders/Bargain Books

The Age of Radiance: The Epic Rise and Dramatic Fall of the Atomic Era, by Craig Nelson. Was $29.99, now $6

Boy, Snow, Bird, by Helen Oyeyemi. Was $27.95, now $5

Dictionary of African Biography, 6 Volume Set, edited by Emmanuel K. Akyeampong and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. Was $1,200, now $100

The End of Plagues: The Global Battle Against Infectious Disease, by John Rhodes. Was $27, now $7

Outpost: Life on the Frontlines of American Diplomacy, by Christopher R. Hill. Was $30, now $6

Revolutionary Russia, 1891-1991: A History, by Orlando Figes. Was $28, now $8